
Presenter
Presentation Notes
Teach accounting7th year at ISUfirst 2-3 years in smaller classes (30), with accounting majorsMoved to intro level courses, lots of non-majors, 90-100 students, then auditorium with 130-140 in the last couple of years.



HOW DO I…

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Why I got into teaching – making a difference, seeing the light-bulb come onGot more challenging as the class sizes got larger.



GETTING TO KNOW MY STUDENTS
• LEARNING NAMES

• NAME TENTS
• SEATING CHARTS
• PROFILE PICTURES

• LEARNING ABOUT MY STUDENTS
• STUDENT SURVEYS
• DISCUSSION FORUMS

Presenter
Presentation Notes
My first thought was that I needed to learn their names.  Wouldn’t that convince them that I knew them and cared about them?Okay, how to learn their names?  In the smaller classes, name tents were enough.  As I moved from 30 to 90 students, the seating chart became more important.  When I moved from 90 to 130, there wasn’t a place for name tents so the seating chart is crucial.Does anyone have a suggestion of how to adapt the name tents to an auditorium with tiny fold-out desks?Without the name tents and with the bigger classes, the profile pictures help. I see their name and picture every time I read a discussion post.Knowing their names makes a differences, I’ve had many students comment on itSomething else I’ve done, even with the smaller classes, is a student survey.  Gives me information about how they perceive the course, ask for something interesting about them, sometimes gives me a specific way to connect with them (e.g. military), transfer student.  For the larger intro courses, also ask if they are taking the course a second time and if they have a seating preference (left-handed).Discussion forums: lets me see name and picture, (more later on discussion forums)



LETTING MY STUDENTS GET TO KNOW ME
• MY BIO AND APPROACH TO TEACHING

• MY PATH TO TEACHING AT ISU
• TEACHING AND LEARNING ARE BOTH ACTIVE
• COACH AND TOUR GUIDE ANALOGIES
• “LEARNING IS NOT A SPECTATOR SPORT.  STUDENTS […] MUST TALK ABOUT WHAT THEY ARE LEARNING, WRITE 

ABOUT IT, RELATE IT TO PAST EXPERIENCES, APPLY IT TO THEIR DAILY LIVES.  THEY MUST MAKE WHAT THEY 
LEARN PART OF THEMSELVES.” – CHICKERING & GAMSON

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Pass out bioThings students comment on most frequentlyVariety of work experienceExperience as a Ph.D. student, able to relate (economics class), why I didn’t finishMilitary serviceVITA (volunteer income tax assistance)Role of both teacher and student, learning as an active verb, both quotes came from a CTLT workshopConnect with one or both of my analogiesHave them post 2 questions/comments about my bio



ENGAGING WITH THE MATERIAL
• MARKETING FLYER

• ACCOUNTING 131 FLYER.PDF

• IMAGES, HUMOR, AND “FUN” ACTIVITIES

• QUOTES AND REAL WORLD EXAMPLES

• TICKET IN & MUDDIEST POINTS

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Grab their interest before the semester starts (idea came from a CTLT class)Use Warren Buffet quote in both my bio/approach to teaching and marketing flyer (why accounting should matter to them)Bean counter, Shark Tank, The ApprenticeAgain, several CTLT classes mentioned using images, humor/funQuote about importance of accounting and how it can seem like a foreign language, lets them know I understand their perspective.Ticket In: way of dealing with frustration of students not reading the chapter before coming to class, helps them follow “lecture” better, I’ve seen more questionsDiscussion forums: lets me see name and picture, also gives me insight into how they are absorbing the information, use this to tailor lecture



ACCOUNTING 131: FINANCIAL ACCOUNTING

Bean Counting

Presenter
Presentation Notes
First day of class





Some say it's English. Or Mandarin. Others contend it's the subtle, culture-spanning clues picked up by 
reading facial expressions and other physical movements. But most agree that the true language of 
business is accounting. The story of any company, no matter the size, the industry, or the country of 
origin, is told through its financial records and reports. Income, debt, revenue versus expenses, 
compensation, and cost of retaining customers can all be found on financial statements.

But if that's true, why are so few executives fluent in the language? Wharton accounting professor 
Christopher Ittner says the answer has to do in part with timing. 

"It might not be important in early stages of your career. You can get by without being able to read a 
financial statement. But at some point you have to provide financial justification for what you're doing, 
and you have to make decisions based on numbers that come from other people. If you don't know what 
you're looking at, and you don't know the right questions to ask, your effectiveness is diminished.”

“At some point you move up the hierarchy and you need this information.  It’s not trendy.  Accounting 
isn’t a hot topic. But it’s the language of business, and you have to learn it.”



Revenue Net Income
Wal-Mart $473 billion $16 billion
Apple $171 billion $37 billion
Nike $28 billion $3 billion

BIG BUSINESS



TICKET IN



MUDDIEST
POINT



Presenter
Presentation Notes
When I added my bio/approach to teaching and refocused on my passion for teaching, all the pieces seemed to come together.
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